We’re always looking for ways to improve your customer experience with QuickSlide™!

To reduce the possibility of a slide breaking in the cuvette, here are some helpful tips:

1. **Be careful to align properly!**
   - Hold the slide perfectly straight (vertically) when inserting into the cuvette.

2. **Go slow!**
   - Slowly lower the slide into the cuvette while holding it straight. Once the slide has made contact with the stopper, you may release the slide.

3. **When staining is complete, slowly take the slide out the same way you put it in.**
   - DO NOT move or rock the slide back and forth; otherwise the slide may break or chip inside the cuvette.

Need help? We’re standing by!

Call our Technical Support team for assistance with all of your Hardy products!

800.266.2222, opt. 2